PNZ 25m Short Aggregate Match
Type of Firearm:
Caliber:
Number of shots:

Targets:

Timings

Scoring:
Range Requirements:

Shoot Instructions:

Any
Any, (including Black Powder muzzle loaders)
(10) Ten, comprising (2) Two stages of (5) Five shots
(5) Five shots fire at a Precision target
(5) Five shots fired at a Rapid fire target
One target of each:
ISSF 25/50m Precision Pistol Target
25m Service Match Target for the Rapid Fire Stage.
Precision stage: (15) Fifteen minutes
Rapid fire stage: (7) Seven seconds away, and
(3) Three seconds showing
Holes must cut the line for the higher value
Turning targets preferred.
However a whistle and stopwatch can be used if
turning targets are not available.
PRECISION STAGE:
a) Range Officer calls “PREPARATION TIME BEGINS”,
b) Shooters start with an UNLOADED pistol,
c) The Range Officer confirms all are ready, and Calls
“YOUR TIME BEGINS NOW”.
d) At the end of the 15 minutes Range Officer calls
“CEASE FIRE” and clears pistols.
RAPID FIRE STAGE:
a) Range Officer calls “PREPARATION TIME BEGINS “
b) When shooters are ready, Range Officer calls for
shooters to “LOAD”.
(For Black Powder the range Officer calls
“LOAD BUT DO NOT CAP”
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Then when all shooters are ready, range Officer calls
“CAP NOW”)
c) Range Officer then calls
“ASSUME THE READY POSITION”
shooters stand with the pistol facing forward and at no
more than a 45 degree angle.
d) After 10 seconds range Officer calls
“ARE YOU READY”
Shooters have (3) three seconds to call “NOT READY”.
e) If no shooters call NOT READY, Range Officer then
activates timer for turning target and the target turns away
for 7 seconds, and then turns and shows for (3) three
seconds.
(Otherwise if Whistles are used, Range Officer Blows whistle to signify start
and end of timed sequence).
f) Shooters fire (1) one shot at the target for each 3 second
show.
g) After shots are fired the Range Officer calls
“ANY MALFUNCTIONS?”
h) If a shooters pistol has failed to fire then they may
correct the problem and that shooter only may re shoot
that shot from step c)
i) If all shooters have fired correctly the next shot is fired
from step c)
j) Once all 5 shots are fired range Officer calls “CEASE FIRE”
and clears pistols.
Notes:
This match was designed with “Muzzle Loading” in mind BUT any discipline can shoot this
match with any pistol.
The intention of this match is to experience “ISSF type Rapid Fire Shooting” without
having to buy a specialised pistol.
The match is designed for a shooter to not be disadvantaged by using a single shot pistol
(should they choose to).
The intention is that shooters may progress on to compete in other more established ISSF
or Black Powder matches.
Additionally it will give shooters the opportunity to use their pistols that are not eligible
(or competitive) in other specialised matches.
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